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Lease Agreements
Representations and
Warranties by Landlords
By Avram Posner and
Mark Morfopoulos
When negotiating a lease for a
commercial real property, a tenant may request that the landlord
make numerous representations.
Accordingly, it seems worthwhile to provide an overview of
some of the issues that should
be taken into account by landlords, tenants and their counsel
in the preparation and negotiation of those provisions. While
these concerns may seem self
evident to experienced and active real estate professionals and
principals who participate in real
estate transactions on a regular
basis, it has been our experience
that many attorneys, who do not
practice commercial real estate
full time, and their clients are not
aware of these issues.
The provision regarding the
landlord’s representations will
typically contain several components all of which, when taken
together, can create a balanced
and fair provision that provides
the tenant with certain protections, while at the same time not
opening up the landlord to undue liability. [Note: A discussion
of fraudulent representations is
outside the scope of this article.]

What’s So Different About Healthcare
Leasing Transactions?
By Jane M. Samson

O

ver the past decade, healthcare real estate has come to be viewed as a
new asset category, in addition to the traditional office, industrial, retail and multifamily categories. While there are many reasons for this,
one contributing factor is the number of issues unique to healthcare real estate.
Among the many types of healthcare real estate transactions, this article focuses
on “off-campus” leasing transactions, including why and how leases involving
healthcare providers differ from other leasing transactions and what this means
for those involved in these transactions.

Why Should You Care?
There are three reasons that you should understand the ways in which healthcare leases differ from other kinds of leasing: Costs, Liability and Opportunities.
Knowing the hot buttons and constraints specific to healthcare tenants will facilitate lease negotiations and enable the parties to pick their battles more wisely,
which in turn may save weeks of negotiations and attorneys’ fees, and avoid inadequate or problematic lease provisions. Knowing that healthcare tenants may
produce biological/medical waste, use regulated substances as an ordinary part
of their business and have extensive, statutorily mandated patient confidentiality obligations will enable the parties to address responsibility and liability for
these matters appropriately. Knowing that market and cost pressures and the Affordable Care Act are changing how medical care is being delivered to patients
in ways that materially affect the real estate needs of healthcare providers may
enable you to position yourself as one of the winners and avoid being one of the
losers in the real estate arena.
Simply stated: You cannot deal effectively with what you do not know.

What Are ‘Off Campus’ Healthcare Leasing Transactions?
Traditional healthcare leasing transactions involve leases with individual physicians or physician groups for office space in medical office buildings (MOBs).
continued on page 2
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While each transaction is
different, and there may be
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The MOBs may be located on medical campuses owned by hospitals
(often referred to as “on campus”
leasing) or conveniently close to but
outside the medical campuses (referred to as “off campus” leasing).
Now, the type of tenants, kinds
of uses and desired locations of
healthcare sites all are expanding
in response to the rise of community based healthcare and “population health management” approaches (where the provider looks
at the population it will serve and
management of the health of that
population as a whole, rather than
focusing on the individual patient
and that patient’s needs) as well as
financial and statutory pressures
to out-source real estate needs. Increasingly, tenants include hospitals
and healthcare companies that are
looking for space to provide services along the entire “continuum of
care” from wellness centers, urgent
care clinics, rehabilitation and surgical centers to acute care and specialty facilities. In addition to sites
near medical campuses, tenants are
targeting locations near where the
patient population lives, works and
shops and/or in “markets” in which
a healthcare provider wants to expand — including non-traditional
locations such as retail and mixed
use centers.

How Do Healthcare Leases
Differ from Other Types?
Issues that are common in leases
in other categories of real estate are
also present in healthcare leasing. A
host of other issues are unique to
healthcare leases, however, due to
the highly regulated nature of the
healthcare industry, the constantly
evolving nature of healthcare and
particular security, operational and
environmental needs of these types
of tenants.
Fraud/Anti-Kickback Laws
Federal and state laws that are
aimed at reducing healthcare fraud
Jane Samson is a partner in the
Newport Beach, CA, office of Newmeyer & Dillion LLP.
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and abuse have a direct impact on
leases with healthcare providers, at
least where a physician, physician’s
family member and other medical
provider are on both sides of the
leasing transaction. The basic purpose of laws such as the federal
Stark Law (which is intended to prevent physicians from being paid to
refer patients to hospitals, pharmacies and other providers) and the
Medicare Anti-Kickback Law (which
prohibits knowing and willful solicitation, payment or receipt of remuneration in exchange for referring
individuals to providers of designated healthcare services) is to prevent
medical referrals being made for financial gain rather than on medical
grounds.
Violation of these laws triggers
potentially serious penalties that
range from possible civil and criminal penalties to exclusion of the
medical provider or supplier from
the Medicare and Medicaid programs. For regulatory purposes, a
lease is seen as a potential vehicle
by which impermissible kickbacks
may be made because rent, tenant
improvement allowances and other
lease provisions constitute “remuneration.” Leases may avoid running
afoul of these prohibitions by meeting certain requirements, such as
rent being market-based and set in
advance. These statutes come into
play even if the current landlord
is not a medical provider, because
both future buyers who are medical
providers, as well as sophisticated
tenants, will want to know that the
leases are structured to avoid violating these laws.
Privacy/Confidentiality Laws
Healthcare providers are subject
to myriad confidentiality requirements with regard to patient records and treatment, including the
Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).
Depending on the type of use, tenants may seek to limit a landlord's
right to enter patient examination
or treatment rooms, at least during
certain hours. Another major area
of concern is paper and electronic medical records of the tenant’s
continued on page 7
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The Calm Before
The Storm Is the
Time to Consider
Insurance Coverage
Part Two of a
Two-Part Article
By Roberta D. Anderson
In Part One of this article (available at http://bit.ly/1vCQByq), we
discussed the fact that, although
there were no major hurricanes
in 2013, the calm before the next
storm is an opportune time for a
company to consider the adequacy
of its insurance program. We presented an overview of two common
insurance-related considerations
that may assist companies to maximize insurance recoveries in the
wake of the next major storm event
or other natural disaster. We discuss
more considerations herein.

Look Out for Potential
Causation Issues
In the case of Superstorm Sandy
and other natural disasters, there
may be multiple causes of loss.
These may include wind, flooding
and actions of civil authority. Identifying the cause or causes of loss
is important because policies sometimes exclude or sublimit coverage
for certain causes of loss, but not
others. By way of example, as noted
in Part One of this article, property policies often exclude “flood”
or contain sublimits applicable to
“flood” that are substantially lower
than the otherwise applicable policy limits. Likewise, “named” windstorms such as Superstorm Sandy
may be subject to higher self-insurance features. Sandy has presented
numerous complex factual and legal
issues surrounding the distinction
between “windstorm” and “flood”
damage.

‘Efficient Proximate Cause’
Courts have taken different approaches in determining the cause
Roberta D. Anderson is a partner
in K&L Gates LLP’s Insurance Coverage practice group.
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or causes of loss or damage. For
example, many courts have adopted the “efficient proximate cause”
doctrine, which generally “permits
recovery … for a loss caused by a
combination of a covered risk and
an excluded risk … if the covered
risk was the efficient proximate
cause of the loss.” 7 COUCH ON INSURANCE 3D § 101:55 (2012). The
“efficient proximate cause” of the
loss is “the one that sets the other
causes in motion that, in an unbroken sequence, produced the result
for which recovery is sought.” Id. In
other words, a covered peril (such
as a storm) cannot be excluded, or
forced into a sublimit, simply because the chain of loss-producing
events essentially ended in a “flood.”
‘Concurrent Causation’
Another approach is the “concurrent causation” doctrine, which generally “takes the approach that coverage should be permitted whenever
two or more causes do appreciably
contribute to the loss and at least
one of the causes is a risk which is
covered under the terms of the policy.” Id. Causation issues can be and
often are nuanced and complex.
‘Anti-Concurrent Causation’
In what can result in an unfortunate surprise to an insured facing loss caused by covered and
excluded perils, such as the wind
and water occasioned by all major
storm events, some policies contain
anti-concurrent causation (ACC) language, which purports to exclude
or sublimit a loss if any part of the
causal chain involves the excluded
or limited peril — even if there are
multiple causes of loss, including
covered causes of loss. By way of
example, the current ISO “Standard
Property Policy” contains the following ACC language:
We will not pay for loss or damage caused directly or indirectly
by any of the following [causes
or events]. Such loss or damage
is excluded regardless of any
other cause or event that contributes concurrently or in any
sequence to the loss.
CP 00 99 10 12 (2012), § B.1.
Not surprisingly, a number of

courts have held that ACC provisions
that attempt to contract around the
“concurrent cause” and “efficient
proximate cause” doctrines are invalid. See, e.g., Orleans Parish Sch.
Bd. v. Lexington Ins. Co., --- So.3d
----, 2013 WL 4564677, at *4, *15 (La.
Ct. App. Aug. 28, 2013) (considering
language excluding loss or damage
“caused by, arising out of, contributed to, or resulting from [mold]
… regardless of any other cause
or event that contributes concurrently or in any sequence to such
loss” and concluding that such language “cannot be used to divest an
insured of their right to be indemnified for covered losses”); Corban
v. United Servs. Auto. Ass’n, 20 So.
3d 60, 612, 617 (Miss. 2009) (considering language stating that the
insurer does “not insure for loss
caused directly or indirectly by any
excluded peril regardless of any other cause or event contributing concurrently or in any sequence to the
loss” and concluding that “the ACC
clause has no application for losses caused by wind peril” and that
“[a]n insurer may not abrogate its
duty to indemnify for such loss by
the occurrence of a subsequent, excluded cause or event”) (court’s emphasis); Murray v. State Farm Fire
and Cas. Co., 509 S.E.2d 1, 13, 15
(W.Va. 1998) (considering language
stating that the insurer “do[es] not
insure under any coverage for any
loss which would not have occurred
in the absence of one or more …
excluded events … regardless of: (a)
the cause of the excluded event; or
(b) other causes of the loss; or (c)
whether other causes acted concurrently or in any sequence with the
excluded event to produce the loss”
and concluding that “[b]ecause [the
insurer]’s … clause conflicts with
the reasonable expectations of the
parties, it should be construed to allow coverage for losses proximately
caused by a covered risk, and deny
coverage only when an excepted
risk is the efficient proximate cause
of the loss”); Safeco Ins. Co. of Am.
v. Hirschmann, 773 P.2d 413, 414,
416 (Wash. 1989) (considering
continued on page 4
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language stating that the insurer
does “not cover loss caused by any
of the following excluded perils,
whether occurring alone or in any
sequence with a covered peril” and
concluding that the insurer may not
“circumvent the ‘efficient proximate
cause’ rule … and deny coverage
when a covered peril sets in motion
a causal chain the last link of which
is an excluded peril”) (court’s emphasis).
In addition, some states have statutes that limit application of ACC
clauses. See, e.g., CAL INS. CODE
§ 530 (“An insurer is liable for a loss
of which a peril insured against was
the proximate cause, although a peril not contemplated by the contract
may have been a remote cause of the
loss; but he is not liable for a loss of
which the peril insured against was
only a remote cause.”); N.D. CENT.
CODE § 26.1-32-01 (“An insurer is liable for a loss proximately caused by
a peril insured against even though
a peril not contemplated by the insurance contract may have been a
remote cause of the loss. An insurer
is not liable for a loss of which the
peril insured against was only a remote cause. The efficient proximate
cause doctrine applies only if separate, distinct, and totally unrelated
causes contribute to the loss.”).
Recently, in the wake of Sandy,
new legislation has been introduced
that would further limit the applicable ACC clauses. For example, a
bill recently introduced in the New
York State Senate would prohibit an
insurer from denying or excluding
coverage for loss or damage for a
covered peril solely because an excluded peril was a contributing factor or occurred simultaneously with
the covered peril. N.Y. Senate Bill
5581 (May 22, 2013). The bill would
amend the state’s insurance law by
adding the following new section
3455:
S 3455. Anti-concurrent Causation Clauses. An insurer shall
not deny or exclude coverage
for any claim for loss or damage
4

that would otherwise be covered by a policy solely because
an event or peril not covered
under the policy or specifically
excluded under the policy was
a contributing factor in such
loss or damage or occurred simultaneously with the event or
peril that was covered.
Id., Section 1.
The bill states that it “shall take
effect immediately and shall apply
to claims made on or after such effective date.” Id., Section 2.
A separate, narrower bill introduced in the New York Assembly
(the House) would specify that
where there is an excluded flood
event and a covered peril (such as
wind), the insurer shall not deny
coverage for loss or damage caused
by the covered peril:
S 3455. Anti-concurrent Causation Clauses. (A) When a flood
event not covered under a policy or specifically excluded under a policy is a contributing
factor in or occurs simultaneously as a covered event or peril, the insurer shall not deny or
exclude coverage for the loss or
damage caused by the covered
event or peril. However, nothing shall obligate the insurer
to pay for any loss or damage
caused by the flood event that
is not covered or is excluded.
N.Y. Assembly Bill 7455 (May 17,
2013), Section 1(A).
The bill introduced in the Assembly also requires disclosure of
causation-related provisions to be
provided to the policyholder prior
to purchase of the policy:
(B) if an insurer issues a policy
that includes a provision that
allows the insurer to determine whether loss or damage
caused by a covered peril may
or may not be covered partially
or wholly based upon whether
a peril that is excluded or not
covered under the policy was
the proximate or remote cause
of the covered loss or damage,
the insurer must clearly state
in the policy (1) which peril
excluded or not covered under

the policy must cause, proximately or remotely, the covered
peril or perils; and (2) in each
specific instance, whether the
causation must be proximate or
remote to result in a limitation
in coverage. The insurer must
disclose this provision to the
policyholder prior to the sale or
purchase of the policy.
Id., Section 1(B). The bill states
that it “shall take effect immediately
and shall apply to all policies issued or renewed after such effective
date.” N.Y. Assembly Bill 7455 (May
17, 2013), Section 2.
The New York State Assembly’s
insurance committee members who
approved this bill noted that the bill
will “rectify” circumstances in which,
due to ACC clauses, “homeowners found themselves without adequate insurance coverage at a time
when they needed it the most.” See
A07455 Memo, http://bit.ly/1ixev9z.
Although the bill may have been
prompted by homeowners’ claims,
however, the text is not so limited.
Another bill introduced in the New
York Assembly also addresses causation issues and would amend the
insurance code to prohibit, among
other things, a denial of business
interruption coverage caused by a
covered peril that “result[s] from a
peril not insured against or expressly excluded under the policy … .”
N.Y. Assembly Bill 7452–A (May 17,
2013), Section 3. “Business interruption insurance” would be defined as
“coverage against actual loss resulting from necessary interruption of
business due to damage or destruction of property by a peril insured
against.” See id., Section 2 (incorporating N.Y. INS. LAW § 5401(d)(4)).
The bill states that it “shall take effect immediately and shall apply to
all policies issued or renewed after
such effective date.” Id., Section 4.
Companies are advised to keep
causation issues in mind and, where
a policy contains a potentially applicable ACC clause, confirm whether
the clause may be applicable based
on the specific facts at issue and enforceable under applicable law.
continued on page 5
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Keep Good Records
Action taken in the wake of a
storm can be critical to maximizing
insurance recovery. It is advisable
for companies to keep complete
and accurate records concerning all
elements of loss, including lost sales
and revenues, and extra expenses
that have been incurred. In addition, it is advisable that accounting
procedures be established to collect
and maintain adequate supporting
documentation for claimed losses.
Proving losses, including business
interruption and contingent business interruption losses, can be
challenging. Complete and accurate
records will facilitate the process.
In addition, given the complexities that may be involved in documenting and proving a loss, it is
important to assemble a capable
insurance recovery team. Retention
of the services of a forensic accountant and other claim professionals,
working with risk management,
in-house legal and experienced insurance coverage counsel, is often
advisable in formulating a claim
— particularly a claim for business
interruption coverage. And it is important to remember that certain
claim preparation expenses may be
covered under the insurance policy.
A policy may contain, for example, a
clause similar to the following:
This policy is extended to cover
the reasonable fees or charges
payable to consultants or other professionals for producing
and certifying any proof, information or evidence as may be
required by the Underwriters in
order to arrive at the loss payable under this policy. Coverage
is excluded for Public Adjuster
fees and Attorney fees.

Understand How to Present
A Claim Effectively
The manner in which a claim is
presented may have a significant impact upon the insured’s ultimate recovery. As discussed above, policies
may have various exclusions, sublimits or deductibles, depending on the
November 2014

particular peril or event causing the
loss. The way in which the insured
characterizes a loss and presents its
claim may affect whether these limiting features of the policy are applied
to its claim. In all cases, an insured
should evaluate its loss information in light of the policy wording
and applicable law, and present the
claim to the insurer or insurers in a
coverage-promoting manner. In addition, insureds should pay attention
to potentially applicable sub-limits
and deductibles.
Most policies identify specific
procedures to follow in presenting
and pursuing a claim and usually incorporate time deadlines and other
requirements. These provisions usually include the following:
1. Proof of Loss
Property policies generally require a sworn “proof of loss” summarizing the amount and extent of
the damage or loss. Policies often
require that a proof of loss be submitted within a relatively short period of time following a storm (or
other) event. For example, the ISO
standard form states that the insured
must “[s]end us a signed, sworn
proof of loss containing the information we request to investigate the
claim. You must do this within 60
days after our request.” CP 00 99 10
12 (2012), § G.3.a.(7). Insurers often
agree to extend such deadlines, and
an insured should consider requesting a written agreement extending
the time for submission of a proof
of loss (and potentially other policy
conditions) depending on the nature
of the loss. As noted above, depending on the loss, it may be advisable
to retain a forensic accountant and
other outside claims professionals
in order to document a company’s
loss properly and otherwise support
the claim.
2. Notice of Loss
Policies may require the insured
to notify the insurance company
“as soon as practicable” or within a
specified period after the insured becomes aware of circumstances that
may lead to a claim. For example,
the ISO standard form states that
the insured must provide “prompt

notice of the loss or damage … .”
Id., § G.3.a.(2). It generally is advisable to notify all potential insurers,
including excess insurers, in accordance with the terms of the insurance policies, which often contain
specific provisions regarding how
(in addition to when) to provide notice of a claim.
3. Suit Limitation
Policies may include “suit limitation” provisions, which generally provide that an action or suit
to recover under the policies must
be bought within a specified time
frame (12 months, for example) after inception of loss. Although these
provisions may not be enforceable
if shorter than the applicable statute
of limitations, it is important that
insureds take all appropriate steps
to ensure that suits, if necessary, are
filed in a timely fashion.
Failure to comply with these timesensitive procedural requirements,
insurers will argue, may invalidate
an otherwise covered claim. Therefore, careful advance attention to
these potential requirements is recommended. In addition, virtually all
policies contain general “cooperation” provisions obligating the insured to cooperate with the insurer
in its investigation of the loss. Provisions for an “appraisal” are also often included.

Conclusion
Insurance is a valuable asset. Businesses facing losses resulting from
hurricanes and other natural disasters may have substantial financial
protection through their insurance
policies. A review of a company’s
insurance program before the next
storm strikes will position the company to act promptly and efficiently
to recover all insurance coverage
that may be available. Experienced
insurance coverage counsel may be
able to assist an insured in identifying coverage, assessing the viability
and strength of a potential claim,
communicating with the insurers’
representatives, and ultimately maximizing the company’s insurance recovery.
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In the Spotlight
continued from page 1
different customs in different jurisdictions, as a rule of thumb, it is
appropriate for a tenant to request
representations from the landlord
for items that cannot be determined
by the tenant through its own due
diligence or through some other independent means prior to becoming
irrevocably bound by the contract.
A logical outgrowth of this rule is
that in a transaction that contains a
due diligence period or inspection
period during which the tenant has
the opportunity to investigate the
real property under consideration
and terminate the deal if not satisfied, it may be appropriate for the
landlord to provide fewer representations. For example, in general,
landlords of commercial real property are loathe to make representations about:
• The physical condition of
property that can be determined by an engineering inspection and a survey;
• The environmental condition
of the property that may be
determined by an inspection
by a licensed environmental
company; or
• The contents of documents of
record that can be determined
by a thorough reading of the
documents pulled from land
records by a title insurance
company or from an online
database (such as ACRIS in
New York City).
On the other hand, information
that is difficult or impossible to be
ascertained through alternate means
by a tenant, but which is readily
available to the landlord, may appropriately be represented by the
landlord. For example, it is almost
Mark Morfopoulos, a member of
this newsletter’s Board of Editors, is
an attorney in the real estate department at Wachtel Missry LLP. Reach
him at mmorfopoulos@wmllp.com.
Avram E. Posner is partner at the
firm. He can be reached at posner@
wmllp.com.
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always appropriate for a tenant to
request representations concerning
the authority of the landlord to enter into the transaction and execute
the lease, unrecorded tenancies, and
threatened legal actions.
Gray Areas
It is between the two extremes
set forth above (information that is
fully available to the tenant through
alternate means, versus information that is not available to the
tenant but which is readily available to landlord) that presents the
greatest source of negotiation of
representations. For example, an
environmental Phase I report or
engineering study will only cover
the period through the date of the
inspection made by the investigating company. In addition, these
reports may contain carve-outs for
areas of the property that could not
be physically accessed or information that could not be determined.
Consequently, a tenant will typically
request representations to buttress
those reports by covering the holes
they contain. Finally, since there is
often no real downside to making
the request, tenants will often utilize
the strategy of initially “asking for
the world” and then seeing where
the chips fall.
On the other hand, a landlord
will typically be concerned that it
may not have full knowledge of the
facts in question and may therefore
be very hesitant to provide certain
representations. Two common reasons for this lack of knowledge are:
1) the existence of large corporate
landlords with many employees and
turnover of employees, such that
the particular person negotiating
the transaction may simply be unsure of the facts in question; and 2)
facts that may have occurred before
the acquisition of the property by
the landlord.
Landlords may also be concerned
that a representation, which is true
when made, may become untrue
due to circumstances outside of the
landlord’s control. Finally, certain
landlords may simply be unwilling
to make certain types of representations, whether due to corporate

policy or unwillingness on the part
of the individual making the deal on
behalf of landlord to go out on a
limb and to take on certain personal
risk.
The resulting representations contained in a particular agreement will
tie in to the relative negotiating leverage of the two parties in the specific deal in question as well as their
respective levels of aversion to risk.

Finding

a

Middle Ground

It is a postulate of real estate
transactions that the parties want
to “get the deal done.” No one
wants to have to walk away from
an otherwise desirable deal because
s/he cannot work out the representations. There are ways to find a
middle ground and cover the tenant
while at the same time limiting the
landlord’s contingent liability.
Representations to the
Landlord’s Knowledge
Seemingly, one of the simplest
compromises that a tenant and landlord can make is to agree that the
landlord will give a particular representation “to the landlord’s knowledge.” A landlord who makes a representation with this proviso should
understand that, due to the concept
of “imputed knowledge,” his knowledge alone does not necessarily
mean that he will be off the hook if
he did not know that the representation was false. Accordingly, even
though he personally might not
have known, a court might find that
the fact that he, or another employee of his company, had received a
notice to the contrary — which sits
in a file somewhere, or is part of the
public record — is enough to say
that the landlord did have knowledge and the representation is false.
Similarly, a court might find that the
landlord had a “duty to investigate”
whether the representation was true
prior to making the representation.
It is for these reasons that a
more sophisticated landlord will
use the following phrase or similar
wording in a contract when possible: “to Landlord’s actual knowledge without duty of investigation.” In addition, the landlord may
continued on page 7
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continued from page 6
designate a “knowledge party,” a
particular person at his company
whose knowledge will be the only
relevant knowledge in determining
whether the landlord knew the fact
at issue. For obvious reasons, this
concept is particularly important if
the landlord is a large organization.
It should be noted that if a landlord
designates a knowledge party, the
tenant must get comfortable that
the designee is in a position to have
knowledge of the property. One solution is to state in the contract that
the knowledge party is the individual responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the property.
Another concern of the parties in
making representations to knowledge is that if and when the tenant makes a claim based on that
representation, there will need to
be a factual determination made as
to whether the landlord (or knowledge party) had knowledge. Since it
is likely that the landlord will disclaim knowledge, the possibility of
a prolonged lawsuit with commensurate discovery is real. While this
is a risk that both parties may have
to take, sometimes the parties will
agree that the landlord’s representation may be qualified by the words
“the Landlord has not received written notice that” a state of facts exists. Although this will not necessarily eliminate the risk of a prolonged
lawsuit, it does offer a measure of
objectivity in determining whether
the landlord has knowledge.
Survival
It is also important for the parties to agree upon whether or not
the representations of the landlord

Healthcare Leasing
continued from page 2
patients, which arises in the context
of landlord’s right of entry, landlord’s liens (in states that provide
for that) and the handling of these
records upon casualty or termination of the lease. While the tenant
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will survive past the date the lease
is executed, and if so, for what period of time. Note, however, that a
different analysis is used in negotiating a lease from what would be
used if this were a transaction to
sell the property. For example, if a
purchase and sale agreement does
not state that the representations
survive, then they merge with the
deed and do not survive the closing.
This means that once the closing occurs, the seller has no further liability under the representations, and
the buyer may not bring an action
against seller if they are breached.
If the purchase contract states that a
representation survives the closing
and does not provide a time limit,
then that representation survives,
and, subject to relevant statutes of
limitation, the seller may bring an
action on it at any later point.
In leasing transactions, the representations may survive for a limited period of time. Typical periods
include 90 days, six months or one
year, but can be any period that is
mutually agreed by the parties. For
example, the landlord may represent that the air conditioning system
shall be in good working order during the first six months of the term
and that Landlord will maintain and
repair same if that is not the case.
Similarly, only some representations
may be designated to survive, and
different representations may be
agreed to survive for different periods of time.
The utility of a representation to
a tenant, and the risk to a landlord,
is obviously affected by whether the
representation survives and for how
long. The length of survival should
generally depend on the ability of
the tenant to determine whether the
representation has been breached.

For example, a representation given
in the winter about the working order of the air conditioning should
survive until it is warm enough to
determine whether it is true. In the
alternative, a representation may
conditionally survive until confirmation is received.
Finally, it would be inappropriate for certain representations of
the type are outside of landlord’s
control to survive the date they are
made. A good example of this would
be a representation stating that the
property has not been condemned
by the municipality in which it
is situated. If it has not been condemned as of the date the lease is
signed, then a future condemnation
after tenant has executed the lease
cannot be viewed as the landlord’s
problem. Note that this would be
not be the case if the representation
was that landlord has received no
notice of a pending condemnation,
since in the case of that representation there is the possibility that the
landlord could have breached the
representation.

will want to be able to secure and
remove the records in all instances,
the landlord will want to avoid taking possession of the records if they
are left behind. Negotiating these
provisions requires a balance between the tenant's desire for protective language to facilitate its compliance with the privacy laws and

the landlord's need to ensure that
essential access rights and remedies
are not adversely affected and that

Conclusion
While every transaction is different, depending on the levels of
risk aversion and relative bargaining power, for nearly every leasing
transaction it should generally be
possible to negotiate a mutually acceptable deal by weighing several
factors including the landlord’s level
of knowledge of the facts covered
by the representations, whether
those representations are really necessary to protect the tenant, and the
tenant’s ability to gain knowledge
by alternative means.
—❖—
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the landlord does not inadvertently
become subject to HIPAA.
Special Licensing Requirements
Some prospective tenants may
hold special certifications or licenses as a prerequisite to being able
to provide certain services (for example, hospice or other end-stage
care). To the extent any of the requirements to retain the certification
or licensure deal with the physical
environment in which the patient is
treated, the tenant will be especially
concerned that the lease makes adequate provision for it to be able to
meet those requirements. Among
other things, the tenant likely will
seek either to shorten or eliminate
cure periods for the landlord, to enhance self-help rights and to install
additional improvements (such as
generators) to address the areas of
concern.
Environmental Concerns
Healthcare tenants both use and
produce regulated substances that
are not common in non-healthcare
environments. Handling and disposition of medical waste is subject to
stringent regulation, and the type
and volume of medical waste that
a tenant produces (including hypodermic needles, blood, and other
materials) will vary depending on
the medical services being provided. Diagnostic uses such as X-rays,
MRIs and CAT-scans, among others,
may require special structural support and shielding as part of the
build-out process. Some uses (such
as nuclear medicines) may require
highly specialized licenses or disposal protocols; even “typical” medical
wastes will require special handling.
Both tenants and landlords are best
served if there is a clear understanding at the letter of intent stage about
the medical services to be provided
at the premises, the medications to
be used and by-products and wastes
that will exist.

Special Patient Needs
The patient makeup of healthcare tenants may result in special
requirements, needs or sensitivities.
A higher percentage of visitors to
the premises is likely to have special access needs or mobility issues
than the general public. Accordingly, ADA issues may receive heightened scrutiny: parking that is close
and handicapped-friendly as well
as plentiful and convenient ramps/
curb cuts will be of great importance. Tenants whose practices have
a high percentage of patients with

Both tenants and landlords
are best served if there is a
clear understanding at the
letter of intent stage about
the medical services to be
provided at the premises …
compromised immune systems may
focus on environmental conditions
in the building and premises, and
may seek self-help remedies if the
landlord does not repair leaks or
power or utility issues quickly.
For tenants whose patients will be
undergoing dialysis or chemotherapy regularly and for several hours, it
will be important to the patient (and
therefore, to the tenant) that he or
she has the ability to watch or listen
to entertainment programs or music
to alleviate the boredom or stress of
the treatments — in such cases, the
tenant may place a premium, for example, on having the right to place
adequate satellite dishes on the roof
to serve those needs.
Physical and Operational Issues
Physical and operational issues in
healthcare leases differ from other
types of leases in several impor-
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tant respects. Tenant improvements
and fixtures are likely to be more
costly, due to higher-end finishes
and structural and other screening
requirements because of the equipment being used. As a consequence,
the lease terms may be longer and
relocation provisions are less common than in other categories of
leases. In addition, certain uses
will impose greater demands on
the building systems than others.
For example, dental offices are intensive water users, and diagnostic
machines are high electricity users.
The parties should confirm that the
building’s capabilities are sufficient
for the tenant’s needs and that cost
pass-throughs are adequate and fair.
In addition, the hours of operation
of certain healthcare tenants is often
an issue. Some uses, such as labs,
may have extended hours of operation and others, such as urgent care
centers or specialized treatment
facilities, may need to be open 24
hours a day, seven days a week. The
parties will need to discuss the landlord’s obligations to provide HVAC
and access during the additional
hours as well as what, if any, additional governmental permits and approvals may be necessary to allow
for the extended hours.

Conclusion
These are just a few of the specialized issues that commonly arise
in healthcare leasing transactions.
Being conversant with these issues
will assist in facilitating not only
successful lease negotiations but
also a smooth and mutually beneficial relationship between landlord
and tenant over the course of the
lease term.
—❖—
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